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  IH(F) single-stage single-suction cantilever chemical 
centrifugal pump is a new type of energy-saving and 
replacement product, which is widely used in chemical, 
petroleum, metallurgy, papermaking, food, 
pharmaceutical, synthetic fiber and other industrial 
sectors. 

 

 The flow parts such as pump body, pump cover and 
impeller are all made of high-quality stainless steel or 
special materials. 

 

 The shaft seal is a built-in single-end mechanical seal, 
and the sealing ring for grinding is optional: silicon 
carbide, hard alloy and other materials. Double-end 
mechanical seals and external mechanical seals can be 
selected as required to meet the requirements of various 
working conditions. 

 

 International standard shaft coupling back-pull design, 
no need to dismantle the pipeline, easy maintenance. 

 

 Horizontal installation, low vibration, low noise, stable 
operation, international standard design, 
interchangeable with standard chemical centrifugal 
pumps, convenient for users to replace and use. 
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   The IH stainless steel end suction pump is mainly composed of pump body, pump cover, impeller, shaft, sealing ring, intermediate bracket, 

sealing and suspension components. 

The pump body and the pump cover constitute the working chamber of the pump, the inlet of the pump body is horizontal, and the outlet is 

vertically upward. The pump cover is fixed on the middle bracket, and then the pump cover is clamped in the middle through the connection 

between the pump body and the middle bracket. The suspension components are fixed on the intermediate bracket and supported on the 

base with the suspension bracket. The impeller, shaft and bearings are the rotor of the pump, and the suspension and bearing components 

support the rotor. The pump has a rear door structure and adopts an extended coupling. The advantage is that it is easy to repair. It is not 

necessary to disassemble the pump body, pipeline and motor. Only the middle connecting piece of the extended coupling can be removed, 

and the rotor part can be withdrawn for maintenance. 

Two single row radial ball bearings are installed in the suspension to support the pump shaft and bear the radial force and axial force of the 

pump. 
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   IHF fluoroplastic end suction pumps are designed and manufactured according to international standards and combined with the process 

of non-metallic pumps. The pump body is made of metal shell lined with fluorine plastic, and the pump cover, impeller and shaft sleeve are 

all sintered and pressed with metal inserts and covered with fluorine plastic. The shaft seal adopts the external advanced bellows mechanical 

seal, and the static ring adopts 99.9% alumina. Ceramic (or silicon nitride), the moving ring is made of fluoro-filled material or silicon 

carbide, which has excellent corrosion resistance and wear resistance. The inlet and outlet of the pump are reinforced with cast steel body 

to enhance the pressure resistance of the pump. 

The actual use shows that the pump has the advantages of corrosion resistance, wear resistance, high temperature resistance, no aging, 

high mechanical strength, stable operation, advanced and reasonable structure, strict and reliable sealing performance, convenient 

disassembly and maintenance, and long service life. 

IHF Plastic-lined End Suction Chemical Pump 
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   CQ magnetic pump is composed of three parts: pump, magnetic drive and motor. The key component of the magnetic drive 
consists of an outer magnetic rotor, an inner magnetic rotor and a non-magnetic isolation sleeve. When the motor drives the 
outer magnetic rotor to rotate, the magnetic field can penetrate the air gap and non-magnetic materials, and drive the inner 
magnetic rotor connected to the impeller to rotate synchronously, realize the contactless transmission of power, and convert the 
dynamic seal into a static seal. 
   Because the pump shaft and inner magnetic rotor of the magnetic pump are completely enclosed by the pump body and the 
isolation sleeve, the problem of "running, emitting, dripping, and leaking" is completely solved, and the passage of flammable, 
explosive, toxic and harmful media in the refining and chemical industry is eliminated. The safety hazards of pump seal leakage 
effectively ensure the physical and mental health of employees and safe production. 
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 CQB magnetic drive centrifugal pump (referred to as magnetic pump), usually consists of a motor, a magnetic coupling and a 
corrosion-resistant centrifugal pump. Its main feature is that the magnetic coupling is used to transmit power, and there is no 
leakage. When the motor drives the outer magnet of the magnetic coupling to rotate, the magnetic lines of force pass through 
the gap and the isolating sleeve, and act on the inner magnet to make the pump rotor and the motor rotate synchronously. , 
Transmit torque without mechanical contact. At the power input end of the pump shaft, since the liquid is enclosed in a 
stationary isolating sleeve, there is no dynamic seal and therefore no leakage. 
The flow part of the CQB stainless steel magnetic pump is made of all stainless steel, which has good corrosion resistance to 
organic acids, organic compounds, alkalis, neutral solutions and a variety of gases. The double spiral groove carbon graphite 
bearings and cemented carbide sleeves have good corrosion resistance. Running-in, with strong wear resistance, to ensure the 
life of the product, is an ideal pump for leak-free transportation of corrosive media. 
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   The design of CQB-F fluorine plastic magnetic drive pump not only has the advantages of compact structure, beautiful 

appearance, small size, low noise, reliable operation, etc., of ordinary magnetic drive pumps, but also all the flow parts adopt the 
best corrosion resistance in the world. It is made of "plastic king" (fluoroplastic), and the isolation sleeve is made of special 
materials, with high-strength mechanical properties, which eliminates the magnetic eddy current phenomenon that exists in 
ordinary magnetic pumps. Therefore, the CQB-F fluoroplastic magnetic pump can continuously transport corrosive media such as 
acids, alkalis, and oxidizers at any concentration (strong) without damage. Applicable temperature: -20℃-120℃. This series of 
magnetic pumps can be equipped with pump protectors to prevent the unit from running dry or overloading, causing damage to 
the internal components of the pump or the matching motor. 

 

 

CQB-F Stainless Steel  
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WELCOME  TO 
CONTACT  US! 

Company Name: Hebei Beigong Pump Co., Ltd. 
Operational Address: Lujing Village, Shifo Town, Baoding, Hebei, China 
Website on alibaba.com:  beigongpump.en.alibaba.com 

https://beigongpump.en.alibaba.com/

